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We'RE ON a mission

to CREATE A MORE

DIVERSE

EQUITABLE

EMPOWERED

SUPPORTED



START-UP ECOSYSTEM
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Because when industries reflect our modern day society, we all benefit!
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The UK Tech Scene
Here are some of the problems we are tackling with our activities.

[image: ]GENDER INEQUALITY

1p out of every £1 invested goes to all-female led teams.


[image: ]lack of diversity

15% of the UK digital tech workforce of BAME origin.




[image: ]INVESTMENT imbalance

49% of all investment teams have no female reps.


[image: ]disability disparity

19% of the UK working population have a disability.




We're on a mission to make improvements in all of these areas.








Changing the face of start-ups
If you’re a female founder or from a Black, Asian or Ethnic Minority background, OneTech is here to support you on every step of your journey.
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ENTERPRISE Programmes
We empower underserved entrepreneurs with our activities.
Learn more
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EMPLOYABILITY Programmes
We foster talent and connect them with opportunities in the tech ecosystem.
Learn more
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
We challenge the status quo and campaign for industry-wide progress.
Learn more
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Activities
Take a look at our latest events, programmes and opportunities — and sign up if it suits you!
See all 
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EnterpriseBusiness Bootcamp (JPM)
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EnterpriseBootstrap School (JPM)
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EnterpriseBootstrap School (LIFT)
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EnterpriseBuild Your App in 8 Weeks
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EnterpriseASCEND: Fuelling Growth for Scale-Stage Ventures
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EnterpriseAmplify Venture Launch: Taking Business to the Next Level
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EnterpriseFunding Readiness (JPM)
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EmployabilityMini-course: Digital Marketing
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EnterpriseInformation Session: Grow your team with our Internship Programme
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OUR IMPACT
Let's take a look at some of our figures from 2023

£33.9M

Investment raised


770+

Jobs created



£205,500

Revenue created


1081

Founders supported








STORIES • STORIES • STORIES • STORIES • STORIES • STORIES • STORIES • STORIES • STORIES
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StoriesFostering Inclusivity and Innovation in Liverpool with our Business Bootcamp
Read more
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StoriesUnlocking the transformational power of Coding with LIFT Intro to Coding
Read more
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StoriesActivating Entrepreneurship in Liverpool with The StartUp Game Bootcamp
Read more
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More stories
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PARTNER WITH US
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Be part of it all!
If you’re looking to start or scale your business, join our community of empowered entrepreneurs. Or if you’re looking to join our mission, partner with us!
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[image: ]OneTech is proudly committed to challenging inequity and the lack of diversity in tech.  If you’re a female founder or from an ethnic minority background, we are here to support you.


Get in touch
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